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After a very long time studying the jews, one simply understands that christianity
is a jewish invention, and a jewish feud.

Christianity is nothing more than a racial disagreement of the jews that started a
few hundreds of years ago, a heresy of the original Judaism which is the original
jewish faith.

What the jews name as christianity is actually the Oral Torah. If one pays close
attention to all the sayings or life of Yesu, Yeshua or Jesus, they will simply see
the perfect Rabbi there. Many jews actually do, and even to this day, the jews
believe this character is supposed to be their savior, the top Rabbis know this
thing never existed as they made it up. One simply needs to do some googling
around on the fact. Even in Israel today there is the same faction, and many jews
believe this to this to this day as well and justify this on Torah grounds.

The wise ones however know this is a hoax. They created it, after all.

The jews have the Oral tradition which is not about sucking their baby's bloodied
penises in vampiric rituals, but actually knowledge they exchange Orally both as a
race and higher top advanced practitioners. They are forbidden to put most of this
on paper, or even talk about it to Gentiles. This is exchanged in such a closed
environment that it is impossible to trace, or prove.

Part of this Oral tradition is the fact that Yeshua or Jesus is actually a jewish
Rabbi that simply got a bit...derailed. The jews have mentions of that in the
Talmud and what they say is the character they deified later was a failure Rabbi,
one deeply in the jewish occult, who went too far, and became insane. Too high
on the horse. This is an allegory of the already fraudulent story of the hypothetical
"Jesus" that never even existed. It is written to explain both the nonexistence of
this spook, and where these types of spooks would have led if they "existed",
which is nowhere.

They write all sorts of cryptic things that Yeshua had overstepped the Torah and
had angelic sigils, tattoos and such all over his body with "gods" name YHVH and
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all sorts of other absurdities. And this is why jews curse this in the Talmud, over
the centuries this rebel rabbi became sort of like a focal point on what an ignorant
rabbi or idiot should be. The jews generated this hoax as reverse folklore, to
instruct their own to stupidity. Then, they weaponized this later on.

Some of them also state jewsus was just a bratty rascal who keeps returning to
do his Tshuva and get corrected like other jews. And they believe he was a dipshit
failed deluded rabbi, that the goyim in their stupidity took as a savior. They laugh
at the lowness of the goyim to take whom, they rejected, as their national
egregore. That is the stupidity of the goyim. What we excrete, they elevate in
savior of their souls, jews think and claim.

Then according to their folklore, to discipline the rascal rabbi jesus, they killed
him. Many Rabbis also speak of Yeshua or Jesus in a lot of respect, but they
perceive him as an inferior to the top ones in Judaism, not even worthy of
mention, knowing that he did not exist in any later claimed form. It is a story to
base off the vanity, a parable, on what not to become, for the actual jews. In all of
their texts it is mentioned a couple of times and christurds are making a big deal
out of it. This folklore story which has stolen Pagan elements in its entirety, was
taken over by some of the more ignorant jews, who later made this into a
personality cult. After this, the ignorant Gentiles of the Roman empire took over
this as well through jewish infiltration. And from there, it went. Jesus appears to
be a part of the Oral Torah of the jews, with limited material surviving. As the jews
went, the ruling faction, simply blotted out the majority of the info to avoid mental
corrosion of the jews themselves, since the deification of a hoax is obviously
useless and threatening to them. A folk tale too useless, and gone wrong, based
on a linear  perspective.

Actually almost everything the jews have put down to paper is a reflection of this
oral tradition. The jews also know the bible was written by humanoids of their
own race, not by "god".

As for the new testament, it is all ironic, since, its well-known this was also
penned by jews. But for whatever reason people wish this was not the case. Due
to the low content and value of it, it was excreted from jewish culture and
enforced on Gentiles. It has nothing substantial in it, and it is just a weaponized
form of corrosive spirituality the jews throw on their enemies, designed to bind
and confuse.



Christians get mad the jews do not accept their bullshit, but how can they do so,
since, they made this hoax? Do not get high on your own supply, is what applies
here. The jews sell spiritually laced crack cocaine, i.e. christianity but they do not
smoke it.

The jew knows this is all a hoax by the time they are 5 and the laugh at the
goyim, and christians spend their lifetime trying to make reason of what is
essentially useless kosher lying. The jews laugh at the christians for this very
reason, as one laughs when they have smacked their enemy with a club onto the
head and disoriented them.

Why jews call Gentiles "Christians" is why an offender would call their slave by
their slave name. Christian in the jewish language is the equal of "Goyim slave
animal, diseased mental crackhead, we laugh at you cause you suck".

Another lie is that their "Torah" has been existing without a change, but those in
the know, do know and admit, that they changed this over the centuries and
expanded around it. The same thing is the situation with the bible. There are over
a thousand bible translations, yet the same lie that this was a book from "God".
"God" has to update it too often, very all-knowing of him.

Many things there is not much written proof about, and the majority of the
christian teachings and the occult, all are the Oral Torah in essentially. One of
these things is Hell or what the jews call Gehenom. The Oral tradition of the jews
is that Gehenom, the fiery place of Torment, does in reality exist: but for Gentiles,
not for jews. Jews were exempt from Hell, and the same idea exists today in the
Vatican, which is why they do not believe in the value of their own crimes. When
jews are blamed for this idea, they say it is written nowhere, but they created this
idea first and foremost of all other races on earth within that context. Jews
invented eternal punishment as a result of disobedience to them. The jews
themselves have a similar concept to the Hindu concept of sinning which is
suffering but until they wake up, a process which can last lifetimes, but is not
eternal.

All sorts of bizarre things arose from the Oral tradition of the jews, not the written
one. Them the jew can shrug off and pretend nothing ever happened.

I have also studied the dark depths of "Christian Orthodoxy" to see that in the
end, it is nothing different from Judaism. Those in the top of it, are essentially
Rabbis and radical. There are books who write that one will be killed if they are



working during the Shabbat, not even Sunday, and command to uphold the
Shabbat same as the jews. They also say the true Sunday is actually the
Shabbat.

Sunday was put there as a religious day of "no work" to facilitate the destruction
of the people, since Saturday is mainly perceived as a day of wasting, where all
efforts are not feasible, while Sunday is a better day. So, the Christians as a 5th
column for jews tell the goyim to rest at Sunday, and labor at Saturday. This is
deliberate.

These are the books the top clergymen of the enemy read, not the hearsay of
stupid idiots who say "Christianity is Aryan". The fact that even some Koreans
were convinced to this fact should show the adaptability of this lie into every
situation. But no, we wuz the tru ones guys.

Christian power structure hobotards are the 5th columnists appointed the jews on
their ruled  nations, the troops that are in place to keep Gentiles in check.

Christians are so low they took what was excreted over from the jews culturally
and tried to debate on it for centuries, based only on useless statements by
some slave jews in the lowest  strata of society hundreds of years ago.

Lastly, Christians know first and foremost, such as the Vatican, who they are
praising and why. Catholics call jews "Spiritual Brothers". One brother is the ruler,
the other the manager of the  cattle or Gentiles.

The opposition of them is as fake as two jewish banks of Rothschilds pretending
they have National Allegiance and that they are on a funds war. Both are in a
relationship of mutual benefit, like mafia that holds a turf and wears the local
clothing to avoid being noticed by the unsuspecting populace.

For this reason, christians may pretend as far as to claim they are anti-semites,
such as an angry brother calling on his mafia brother for not getting the cut they
were promised. Otherwise, how can they run the business?

The people would be like "wait a second, the Pope is praising Jehovah everyday,
maybe they are the same?". Then the Popes who are jews pretend to have a beef
with jews in order to appear normal.



20 centuries and the Christian Antisemites could not smack a jewish nose. The
NS in what appears to be 20 years of Satanic or for ease of goyim understanding,
Pagan activity brought the jewish system at red alert. This should notify people
really interested to deal with this problem to stop believing on the Oral Torah
namely Christianity and to mobilize to do something cleverer  this time around.
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